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ABSTRACT 

Distributed computing is a quickest developing engineering. It 

permits business associations to utilize or access diverse 

applications, store data without access their individual 

documents. While considering the force, strength and the 

security of cloud one can't disregard diverse dangers to client's 

information on distributed storage. Document access 

guarantee in true procedure to the record assurance because of 

entrust cloud servers. In distributed storage framework 

document doorway system is all the more difficult issue. This 

framework in result produces repetitive duplicates of 

comparative documents or includes a totally dependable cloud 

server. Assaults from enemy client are hard to stop in 

distributed storage. In proposed framework we are actualizing 

the idea of various distributed storage alongside improved 

security utilizing encryption strategies where rather putting 

away finish record on single cloud framework. The 

framework will part the record in distinctive lumps then 

encode it and store on diverse cloud. The information needed 

for unscrambling and revamping that document will be put 

away in metadata administration server for effective recovery 

of unique record. 

Keywords 
Multi-Cloud computing, AES, SHA-1, Data splitting,  Cloud 

Storage. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The boom in cloud computing over the past few years has led 

to a situation that is common to many innovations and new 

technologies: many have heard of it, but far fewer actually 

understand what it is and, more importantly, how it can 

benefit them. This whitepaper will attempt to clarify these 

issues by offering a comprehensive definition of cloud 

computing, and the business benefits it can bring. Security 

challenges are still amongst the biggest obstacles when 

considering the adoption of cloud services. This triggered a lot 

of research activities, resulting in a quantity of proposals 

targeting the various cloud security threats. Alongside with 

these security issues the cloud paradigm comes with a new set 

of unique features which open the path towards novel security 

approaches, techniques and architectures. This paper provides 

a survey on the achievable security merits by making use of 

multiple distinct clouds simultaneously. Various distinct 

architectures are introduced and discussed according to their 

security and privacy capabilities and prospects. 

Cloud computing offers dynamically scalable resources 

provisioned as a service over the Internet. The third-party, on-

demand, self-service, pay-per-use and seamlessly scalable 

computing resources and services offered by the cloud 

paradigm promise to reduce capital as well as operational 

expenditures for hardware and software. 

Usually, make sure that monolithic system track across 

various PCs means splitting the file into distinct client and 

server modules. In such schemes, the client module controlled 

the user interface and the server provided back-end handling, 

such as record entrance, printing, and so on. As computers 

proliferated, dropped in cost, and became connected by ever-

higher bandwidth networks, splitting software systems into 

multiple components became more convenient, with each 

component running on a different computer and performing a 

specialized function. This approach simplified development, 

management, administration, and often improved performance 

and robustness, since failure in one computer did not 

necessarily disable the entire system.  

In proposed system we are implementing the concept of 

multiple cloud storage along with enhanced security using 

encryption techniques where rather storing complete file on 

single cloud system will split the file in different chunks then 

encrypt and store it on different cloud and the meta data 

required for decrypting and rearranging a file will be stored in 

metadata management server. 

 
Figure 1 : Architecture of Computing 

The ability of the cloud is supported because dividing 

processes are invoked on behalf of the client. For example, 

clients can detect a computer (a node) inside the cloud and 

call a given task; in execution the task, that computer can 

invoke functionality on other computers inside the cloud 

without showing. The further phases or the computer on 

which they were accepted out, to the client. 
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With this model, the mechanism of a circulated, cloud-like 

system can be destroyed down into many distinct packet 

interactions, or exchanges between distinct nodes. Traditional 

client-server organisms have two nodes with secure characters 

and tasks. Modern-distributed organizations can have more 

than two nodes, and their characters are often dynamic. Once 

exchange a node can be a client, while in another exchange 

the node can be the server. In many cases, the final user of the 

visible functionality is a client with a user sitting at a console, 

observing the output. In other cases the distributed system 

functions unattended, performing related operations. 

The distributed system may not have enthusiastic users and 

servers for each specific packet exchange, but it is significant 

to remember there is a visitor. There is also the receiver of the 

call (often referred to as the server). It is not necessary to have 

two-way packet exchanges in the request-reply format of a 

distributed system; often messages are sent only one way. 

2. LITERATURE  SURVEY 
This approach paper shows that, Cloud Computing becomes 

thriving and standard business model attribute charming 

options Additionally to the benefits at hand, the previous 

options additionally lead to serious cloud specific security 

problems. The folks whose concern is the  

Cloud security still hesitate their business to cloud computing. 

There are main challenges for building a secure and 

trustworthy cloud system. 

        The use of multiple distinct cloud simultaneously .The 

various distinct architecture and introduced discussed 

according their security and privacy capabilities ans 

prospects[1]. Cloud computing supply a replacement  of 

computing with varied services models that facilitates 

completely different services to the users. As all the 

info of associate degree enterprises processed remotely and 

exchanges via completely different network. Security is 

necessary parameter and also the service supplier make sure 

that there no authorized access to the sensitive information of 

associate degree enterprise throughout the info 

information[16]. They security and design a efficient 

decryption, and also design an efficient attribute revocation 

method that can achieve both forward backward security[6]. 

This could be done once, multiple times, 

or unceasingly. associate degree offender that additionally has 

access to the process logic of the cloud can even modify the 

functions and their input and output information. despite the 

fact that within the majority of cases it's going to be legitimate 

to assume a cloud supplier to be honest and 

and accountable manner handling the customers’ 

affairs during a respectful, there still remains a risk of 

malicious staff of the cloud supplier,  palmy  attacks and 

compromisation by third parties, or of actions ordered by a 

subpoena. 

3. REASERCH METHODOLOGY AND 

IMPLEMETATION METHOD 

Development Phases: 

Step 1: Registration Module 
In registration get username, email address, password, user 

generate random verification code. NewRandom.Next() is 

used to generate random code. The user can sign in and 

proceed to next step to verification code. Mail is to user email 

address by using SMTP protocol. The user can verify the code 

if verification code is blank then redirect to login page else 

matched then update user status field with text active and 

redirect user to the home page.  

 

Step 2: FTP Setting Module 
The proposed system, file get distributed at three different 

location. First location that is our application and next two 

more FTP where 2nd and 3rd file is store. In proposed system, 

we design setting page where this will be further used by 

application to upload and download file from created table. 

Insert into table FTP details. 

 

Step 3: Upload and Download module 
Develop a web interface to upload and download files in 

cloud storage. The different file uploading links are open. The 

user can choose the link which we want to upload on cloud. 

User can upload the file on cloud such as doc file, video, mp3, 

etc. 

Homepage will show list of file uploaded by user from user 

specific directory. In proposed system, we use data list to 

show file list .File class to get folder and file details like file 

name, file size. 

 Upload file by using file uploader control we can let the 

user select file to be upload. 

 Get the sever path by using Server.MapPath () function 

to get path of server directory. 

Step 4: File encryption technique module 
Setting up and configuring different cloud server in order to 

having storage cloud access. Each clouds its own server. 

Developing encryption technique like RSA, AES, DES for file 

decryption before storing it on cloud. In proposed system, we 

use combination of AES algorithm and SHA-1 algorithm for 

encryption and splitting of File. 

 

Cloud A Cloud B Cloud C

CLOUD BASED FILE SYSTEM / PaaS 

Proprietary File System Proprietary File System Proprietary File System 

Developer Interface / SaaS

Web Server

 
Figure 2 : System Architecture 

Step 5: File splitting and clubbing module 
In Proposed system, we are splits the file in different portions 

then encode and store it on different cloud. Meta data 

necessary for decrypting and moving a file will be stored in 

metadata management server. File can club with another file. 

 

The basic plan is to use many clouds at constant time to 

mitigate the risks of malicious knowledge manipulation, 

disclosure, and method meddling. This design changed targets 
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the confidentiality of knowledge and process logic. It provides 

a solution to the subsequent question: however will a cloud 

user avoid absolutely revealing the information or process 

logic to the cloud provider? the information shouldn't solely 

be protected whereas within the persistent storage, however 

particularly once it's processed. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. File Encryption in Multicloud environment 

The idea of this design is that the applying logic must be 

divided into fine-grained components and these components 

area unit distributed to distinct cloud. In coding technique, the 

user encrypts the information together with his public key and 

uploads the cipher texts to the Cloud. The cloud will severally 

figure on the encrypted knowledge to get AN encrypted result, 

that solely the user will decode. The user (or alittle trusty non-

public cloud) manages the keys and performs the coding and 

coding operations, whereas the huge computation on 

encrypted knowledge is finished by AN untrusted public 

cloud. 

AES: 
AES relies on a style principle referred to as a substitution-

permutation network, combination of each substitution and 

permutation, and is quick in each package and hardware.[8] 

not like its precursor DES, AES doesn't use a Feistel network. 

AES may be a variant of Rijndael that contains a fastened 

block size of 128 bits, and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. 

against this, the Rijndael specification in and of itself is 

specific with block and key sizes which will be any multiple 

of thirty two bits, each with a minimum of 128 and a most of 

256 bits. 

AES operates on a 4×4 column-major order matrix of bytes, 

termed the state, though some versions of Rijandel have a 

bigger block size and have extra columns within the state. 

Most AES calculations ar wiped out a special finite field. 

 Algorithm: 
1. KeyExpansion—round keys are derived from the cipher 

key using Rijndael's  key schedule. AES requires a 

separate 128-bit round key block for each round plus one 

more. 

2.  Initial Round 

 AddRoundKey—each byte of the state is combined 

with a block of the round key using bitwise xor. 

3. Rounds 

 SubBytes—a non-linear substitution step where each 

byte is replaced with another according to a lookup 

table. 

 ShiftRows—a transposition step where the last three 

rows of the state are shifted cyclically a certain 

number of steps. 

 MixColumns—a mixing operation which 

operates on the columns of the state, combining 

the four bytes in each column. 

 AddRoundKey 

     4 .Final Round (no MixColumns) 

 SubBytes 

 ShiftRows 

 AddRoundKey. 

 Security: 

The design and strength of all key lengths of the AES 

algorithmic program (i.e., 128, 192 and 256) ar decent to 

guard classified info up to the key level. high SECRET info 

would force use of either the 192 or 256 key lengths. The 

implementation of AES in merchandise meant to guard 

national security systems and/or info should be reviewed and 

licensed by National Security Agency before their acquisition 

and use.security it provides is only 112 bits. Keying option 2 

reduces the effective key size to 112 bits (because the third 

key is the same as the first). However, this option is 

susceptible to certain chosen-plaintext or known-

plaintext attacks, and thus, it is designated by NIST to have 

only 80 bits of security. 

The best attack known on keying option 1 requires 

around 232 known plaintexts, 2113 steps, 290 single DES 

encryptions, and 288 memory (the paper presents other 

tradeoffs between time and memory). This is not currently 

practical and NIST considers keying option 1 to be 

appropriate through 2030. If the attacker seeks to discover any 

one of many cryptographic keys, there is a memory-efficient 

attack which will discover one of 228 keys, given a handful of 

chosen plaintexts per key and around 284 encryption 

operations. 

SHA1 
SHA1 stands for “Secure Hashing Algorithm”. It is 

a hashing algorithm designed by the United States National 

Security Agency and published by NIST. It is the 

improvement upon the original SHA0 and was first published 

in 1995. SHA1 is currently the most widely used SHA hash 

function, although it will soon be replaced by the newer and 

potentially more secure SHA2 family of hashing functions. It 

is currently used in a wide variety of applications, including 

TLS, SSL, SSH and PGP. SHA1 outputs a 160bit digest of 

any sized file or input. In construction it is similar to the 

previous MD4 and MD5 hash functions, in fact sharing some 

of the initial hash values. It uses a 512 bit block size and has a 

maximum message size of 2�4 1 bits. 

SHA1 Algorithm  
 Padding 

○ Pad the message with a single one followed by zeroes 

until the final block has 448 bits. 

○ Append the size of the original message as an unsigned 

64 bit integer. 

 Initialize the 5 hash blocks (h0,h1,h2,h3,h4) to the 

specific constants defined in the SHA1 standard. 

 Hash (for each 512bit Block) 

○ Allocate an 80 word array for the message 

schedule 

■ Set the first 16 words to be the 512bit 

block split into 16 words. 

■ The rest of the words are generated 

using the following algorithm 

Client
Upload 

File

Provide 
Key

Connect to 
ftp and 
Upload

Connect to 
ftp and 
Upload

Ftp Server

Ftp Server

Split 
File

Application Server

Stored on 
Local

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chosen-plaintext_attack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Known-plaintext_attack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Known-plaintext_attack
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word[i-3] XOR word[i-8] XOR word[i-14] XOR word[i-16] 

Then rotated 

1 bit to the 

left. 

○ Loop 80 

times doing 

the 

following 

■ Calculate 

SHAfunctio

n() and the 

constant K. 

■ e=d 

■ d=c 

■ c=b 

(rotated left 

30) 

■ b=a 

■ a = a 

(rotated left 5) +  

SHAfunction() + e + k + word[i] 

○ Add a,b,c,d and e to the hash output. 

 Output the concatenation (h0,h1,h2,h3,h4) which is the 

message digest. 

 Download: 

Get the file name selected by user read 1st part of 

file(means file a) from user specific directory and get A and 

also FTP detail from user get from user name and FTP 

password user in textbox connect B FTP download 2nd part 

from FTP. Download file function, we get part B and repeat 

above process we will get C or part C. we combine 2nd (B) 

and 3rd (C) part we will get X, then combine i.e. 1st part with 

X. 

Finally we have club file in Byte buffer and save this buffer to 

memory Stream. 

 

 Decrypt : 

Get the public key i.e. encryption key from textbox and 

decrypt the memory stream. We save this memory stream to 

sever disk in temporary function and redirect web client i.e. 

browser to this Temp file and browser start download file.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. File Decryption in Multicloud environment 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 Details of Experimental Setup 
By implementing the multicoud storage system where all the 

parameter are generated based on the  

Uploading the various sizes of files and then take a expected 

output from this and evaluate the results. Now in this step get 

the logged username from session variable. If session variable 

is blank then redirect to login page else execute sql query  and 

confirmation  of logged in user from table(a). get confirmation 

code in textbox(b) 

Now compare a with b, if matched then update user status 

field with text active and redirect user to the home page. As 

file get distributed at three different location we have one 

location that is our application. Now we need two more FTP 

where 2nd and 3rd file we stored, so we design setting page 

where this will be further used by application to upload and 

download file from created table. Insert into table FTP details. 

Open file in memory string using System.IO.MemoryStream 

class, This will convert file into memory stream of bytes then 

encrypt the file used. From AES technique we need to pass 24 

byte encryption key to this method. This key will provided by 

textbox(UI). Now encrypt the file and collect in another file. 

Get the file name selected by user read 1st part of file(means 

file a) using FileStream function from user specific directory. 

You will get A now get FTP detail from user get from user 

name and FTP password user in textbox connect B FTP 

download 2nd part from FTP using FTPWebResponse class or 

method or we can use WebRequestMethod.FTP. Download 

file function now we get part B and repeat above process we 

will get C or part C. now using Buffered.Copy function 

combine 2nd (B) and 3rd (C) part we will get X, then combine 

i.e. 1st part with X . Finally we have club file in Byte buffer . 

now save this buffer to memory Stream. Get the public key 

i.e. encryption key from textbox and using AES decryptor 

class decrypt the memory stream. Now save this memory 

stream using File.Write.Allbyte function to sever disk in 

temporary function and redirect web client i.e. browser to this 

Temp file and browser start download file.  

 

 
 

Fig5 .Comparison Result of using  algorithms 

Related work Result 
By implementing the Multicloud storage environment and to 

provide the security using splitting technique the given more 

prospective about the performance of the compared 

algorithms, this section discusses the results obtained from 

other resources. The upload the file the to perform encryption 

on it and then splits the file I different chunks and uploaded it. 

this will perfom on Multicloud environment so different size 

of file has perform the different output.The Table shows that 

the different output. 

 

  

0 

2 

4 

6 
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10 

DES 3DES BF AES 
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Size(B

ytes)  

DES  3D

ES  

BF  AES  

20,527  24  72  39  19  

36,002  48  123  74  35  

45,911  57  158  94  46  

59,852  74  202  125  58  

69,545  83  243  143  67  

137,32

5  

160  461  285  136  
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5. CONCLUSION  
By implementing the cloud based storage it solve many 

business secure and safe storage issues. But on the other side 

many expert state that it is more risky to put the data over 

single cloud as it increase the adversary user attack 

possibilities hence by designing the proposed system we are 

extending the storage cloud security by distributing and 

encrypting the data. A web portal which let the user manage 

his data and the managed data should be splitter over the 

multiple cloud drive as a chunk of file along with encryption. 

Proposed system will be tested and demonstrate over a local 

network or on live storage cloud server. 

Our involvement with Multicloud environment utilizing 

encryption and part method is astounding and we are taking a 

shot at extra functionalities and peculiarities that will make it 

significantly more suitable for cloud structure development. 
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